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What are Device Profiles?

The Device Profiles feature is currently available for the Cisco Admin user only.Note

A device profile is a set of definitions and characteristics. Profiles represent different devices and firmwares,
and optionally can distinguish between different versions of the same device. Profiles can be set up in a
parent/child relationship - where values can be inherited or overriden. The Admin can customize profile
definitions such as editing device view images and icons, adding associated pages in the navigation menu,
adding Quick Actions, first-time install configurations.

Configuration sets values will override device profile values.Note

The device profile screen has a Device Profile "tree" on the left side of the screen and various tabs on the right
which typically includes the following:

DescriptionName

Provides name of profile along with identifying
picture and priority level

Overview

Rules that define how a device profile will be
identified.

Profile Rules
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DescriptionName

These are all the available parameters that can be
applied to the device. They are referenced by their
Aliases. An Alias is a "friendly name" which can be
mapped to different parameters. This enables you to
use one Alias for different parameters on different
devices and can be useful when configuring batch
actions.

Disabling a parameter here could cause
negative impact on other portlets.

Caution

Parameters

These are specific parameters singled out from the
Parameters section and are considered as the Default
System values for the device profile. The systemwill
configure the device matching this profile according
to these configuration values on its first time
connection.

Configuration

These are a collection of parameters. They can be
used via NBI and also for generic resource portlets
on the UI.

Resources

Capabilities are an array of settings relevant to various
workflows and portlets in the system. They determine
how the GUI / workflow will behave in the particular
device belonging to the profile.

Modifying capabilities have a wide range
of consequences within the portlets.

Caution

Capabilities

Determines the visibility of the menu items displayed
in the Device View portlet.

Menu Items

Determines which options appear in the Quick
Actions portlet.

Quick Actions

Export/Import

Device Profiles can be exported to another system by selecting the required profile in the tree on the left side
and choosing the Export option. Device Profiles can also be imported from another system using the Import
button on the top right of the screen. The files are exported and imported in JSON format. The import/export
feature is useful for working with staging versus production environments. Note that the export files should
not be changed in any way.

At the top of the screen is a search option. In order to see the profile attached to the device you specifically
requested, make sure Device in Session is selected.

Note
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When to Create or Update Device Profiles
Device Profiles should be created when new device types are needed or when adding new features to major
versions of existing device types (such as new portlets or new pages and so on).

Device Profiles should be edited (instead of created) on customer sites in the following situations:

• Bug due to wrong initial configuration

• Changes made on the device side - new logic, data model

• Appearance of a new device version that requires new profile

• Request for new functionality

• New resource or Update existing resource

• New or Update Quick Action

• Configuration changes

It is strongly recommended to test all changes in a Staging environment first.Caution

Create Device Profiles
NewDevice Profiles should be created when new device types are needed or major versions of existing device
types needs to have new features added (such as new portlets or new pages etc). Device Profiles work on a
hierarchical basis - whereby the "children" inherit the values from their "parents". These values can then be
overriden for the child Device Profile.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the Prime Home GUI as a Systems User.
Step 2 Navigate to System > Device Profile
Step 3 In the Parameters tree on the left, locate a device that is the most similar to the new one you want to create.
Step 4 Click on the drop-down and select either Sub-Profile to create a new profile with a "parent-child" relationship

between the two profiles. Alternatively, select Clone to copy and edit as a stand-alone profile.
Step 5 Edit the required parameters and their values in the tabs as needed. For more information on the tabs and their

options, see below.

Overview tab
The following options are available for editing on the Overview tab:
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DescriptionField Name

One time only string identifier. Used for export/import.Identity

Name of the Device ProfileName

If one device matches two profiles based on their profile rules, then the
device will be matched to the profile with the higher number as defined
in this Priority field.

Priority

This defines which pictures will be shown of the device - not just here
but also on the Device View tab.

To add images for device:

1 Take an image of the front panel and name it XXX_front_panel.png.
Maximum width 130px Maximum Height 130px

2 Take an image of the back panel and name it XXX_back_panel.png.
Maximum width 600px Maximum Height 450px

3 Save both images in the following directory on all SL servers:

/
$PANORAMA_HOME/portal/tomcat/webapps/panorama-ui/images/devices

4 Change the name in the Style field to match the name you gave it
above (XXX).

Style

Profile Rules tab
This tab lists the Profile Rules that, when matched, will map devices to this Device Profile. Each individual
rule consists of a parameter name and its expected value. Rules within one group are linked by an AND
condition. If necessary, another group of rules can be created which will serve as an OR condition. When
adding rules, make sure to use the correct group number.

For example, the user can create a set of rules that say if Device.DeviceInfo.ProductClass equals UnifiedGW
ANDDevice.DeviceInfo.ManufacturerOUI equals B4F2E8, then this Device Profile will be mapped onto the
device.

It's very important to create unique rules that match to specific devices and not to create rules which will
overlap with other device profiles.

Important

Note that the more profile rules you define, the greater the impact on system performance.Note
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Parameters tab
This tab contains all of the available parameters from the device model. The user can look through all the
parameters inherited from parent nodes, compare them with data model of the required device, and change
or disable as needed. Note that the Alias is the "friendly" name and that the same Alias can be mapped to two
different parameters in different devices. This comes into play when running Batch actions using the Alias
which will affect different devices with similar parameters.

In this tab, you can edit the following options: Alias, Parameter Name, Default Value, Possible Values, Status
and Inheritance. Placing your cursor over the parameter name displays the path to locate the parameter in the
Device View > Parameters portlet (where % indicates the index).

The parameters have values that are either self-defined or taken from the parent device (inheritance). This is
explained in detail in Edit Inheritance field, on page 14

The following options can be edited:

DescriptionName

"Friendly" name of the parameter. Clicking on the
blue icon will display the name of the actual
parameter.

Alias

Full parameter name as taken from the deviceParameter Name

Determines the default value for this parameter. And
if enabled, this will be shown in the relevant resource
portlet.

Default Value

Can enter a range of possible values for this parameter
which will then be displayed in the defined portlet.

For a detailed example, see How toDisplay Parameter
Options in Portlets, on page 7

Possible Values

Enable/disableStatus

Resources tab
Resources are essentially groups of device parameters. They can be used via the NBI or edited via the UI
when configuring how the parameters will look when displayed in generic resource portlets.

You can create groups of parameters in this tab and arrange the parameters within the groups. By creating
and arranging them into groups, you can control how the portlets will look. The portlets themselves can be
customized in the Portlet Configuration screen.

The following options are available for editing for each parameter:

DescriptionName

"Friendly" name of parameter. Clicking on the blue
i icon will display the name of the actual parameter.

Alias
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DescriptionName

Yes/No. Defines whether this parameter must be filled
in the portlet.

Mandatory

Read Only, Read/Write, HiddenVisibility

Depending on the type of parameter values needed,
you can choose free text, combo box or time range.

Field Type

Custom Parameter's value. Can be one of the
following:

None

IP Address

Default Date = 12-Dec-2000 12:00

DD-MMM = 12-Dec

*HH-mm = *12:00

Temperature C2B

Temperature C2F

Temperature C2C

Temperature F2F

Temperature F2C

bps = gbps, mbps, kbps, bps

Formatter

System validates that values are added in the required
following format:

None

IP Address = validate IP Address format
(255.255.255.255)

Integer = Value can be only positive number

Digits = Value can contain only digits* *

Valid String = Value can contain only system valid
chars : 0-9 a-z A-Z - _ . () /

Boolean = * *Value can contain Boolean values only
: true,false,0,1

Validator

Can be any type of special text string for describing
a search pattern. For example: ^[0-9]{4}$ would
denote that a four number string only is valid.

Regex Validator

The parameters can be dragged and dropped so as to display in a different order in the portlet.
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The resource parameters have values that are either self-defined or taken from the parent device. This is
explained in detail in Edit Inheritance field, on page 14

Configure Portlets
When creating general resources, you can also configure the portlets on the System > Portlet Configuration
screen.

Portlets can also be exported to another system by selecting the required portlets and then clicking onActions

> Export . Portlets can also be imported from another system. When importing portlets make sure that
no changes have been made to the file after it was exported.

The following options can be edited for each portlet:

DescriptionName

Portlet unique identifier - used mainly for import /
export. Cannot be changed.

Identity

Name of the resource as set in the database.Resource name

Name displayed on the UIPortlet name

Read /Write: can change value of parameters in the
portlet.

Read Only: view only

Visibility

Defines after how long to bring new information from
the device. number+s|S|m|M|h|H|d|D|w|W

Staleness

Defines whether to display the information in a tabbed
format.

Tabbed

Defines how many columns to display in the portlet
layout.

Columns

Show: Non-existing fields will be displayed as N/A

Hide: Non-existing fields will not displayed at all

Non existing Fields

Show or hide the default value for this parameterDefault Value

Show or hide the previous value that the parameter
was set to.

Previous Value

How to Display Parameter Options in Portlets
Parameter options can be set for all generic resource portlets.
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The following procedure provides an example of how to display parameter options in the Settings portlet of
a STB.

Procedure

Step 1 Navigate to System > Device Profiles > Parameters.
Step 2 Make sure that Device in Session appears in the Search In field at the very top of the page on the left.
Step 3 Edit the HDMIResolution parameter and click in the Possible Values field. A window appears.

Figure 1: Combo Box Values

Step 4 Add in the information as you see it in the screenshot above.
Step 5 Make sure the status is set to Enable.
Step 6 Navigate to the Resources tab. If the av_settings group exists, then open it and confirm the HDMIResolution

parameter is listed in it. If not - then create it and add the HDMIResolution parameter to it.
Step 7 Navigate to Device View > Settings and confirm that you can see the options in the drop-down box in the

HDMI Resolution field.

Figure 2: HDMI Resolution Options
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Capabilities tab
Capabilities are essentially anything that the device can support. This can take the form of workflows,
parameters, options visible in the GUI, etc.

The capabilities parameters have values that are either self-defined or taken from the parent device. This is
explained in detail in Edit Inheritance field, on page 14 .

For example, the visible_cells capability refers to the options displayed in the Device View portlet. If this
capability is given the following values: wan, wireless, firewall", then the display would be as follows:

Figure 3: Device View with "Visible Cells"

The following is a list of capabilities that are most likely to be edited. Not every capability detailed here will
be available to every customer.

TypePossible ValuesDescriptionCapability

Quick Action (or NBI
provisioning)

FormatDiskCommandFactory

Only relevant for STB devices

Supports format
workflow.

Format

Quick Action (or NBI
provisioning)

FactoryResetCommandFactory
(standard)

ResetSettingsCommandFactory
(for specific STB)

Supports factory reset
workflow.

FactoryReset

Quick Action (or NBI
provisioning)

N/A

Only relevant for STB devices

Supports factoryResetTo

DefaultValues
workflow.

factoryResetTo

DefaultValues
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TypePossible ValuesDescriptionCapability

Quick Action (or NBI
provisioning)

N/A

Only relevant for STB devices

Supports factoryResetTo

DefaultValues

RetainRecordings
workflow.

factoryResetTo

DefaultValues

RetainRecordings

GUI display in Device
View portlet

Rftuner, osd, connectivity, vod,
pvr, hdd, hdmi, dtt, settings,
adbHdmi, blades,chassis, faults,
pdl.

Defines which
components will be
visible in the Device
View portlet. In addition,
you can add clickable
links to other pages from
this tab.

visible_cells

GUI display in Device
View portlet(NBI
provisioning can override
it)

$Alias

For example, 'Gateway -
$DeviceInfoSerialNumber'
where
$DeviceInfoSerialNumber' will
be replaced with the device
serial number value.

Defines the device
friendly name.

friendlyName

GUI display in Home
View portlet

N/ADisplays firewall image
in UI (assuming device
has firewall)

firewall

GUI display inHousehold
View (Can also be NBI or
third party tool)

Parameter nameDefines the household
ID (based on the identity
parameter)

hh_identity_param

GUI display in Advanced
Search

Format is composed of text
literals {n} where n is an integer
(starting with 0). {0} is replaced
with the first parameter value
specified by
report_cpe_id_params, {1} is
replaced by the second, and so
on.

Defines the device's CPE
ID (in conjunction with
"report_cpe_id_params)

report_cpe_id_format

GUI display in Advanced
Search

Comma separated list of
TR-069 parameter names (no
spaces between) whose values
are taken by
report_cpe_id_format

Defines the device's CPE
ID (in conjunction with
report_cpe_id_format)

report_cpe_id_params
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TypePossible ValuesDescriptionCapability

GUI display in device
View portlet

Comma separated values (no
spaces between).

First part is title
(ui-messages.properties key or
the actual text to display).

Second part is an Alias name
whose value should be
displayed.

Default information displayed
is "infopanel.productClass" and
product-class

Specifies what
information to display in
Device View portlet in
left hand side under the
Device Field
information.

infopanelSecondField

GUI options in Speed
Test portlet

One or more of "InterfaceBB,
Interface3G".

Most gateways support
InterfaceBB (BroadBand) only.

Specifies the interfaces
supported by the device
for Speed Test portlet.

speedTest

SupportedInterfaces

GUI display in Advanced
Search portlet

Gateway device, device or
smart box

Defines device type.
(Should be defined in
root devices)

deviceType

Backing upWIRELESS_RESOURCE,

FIREWALL_RESOURCE,

MEDIA_RESOURCE,

STORAGE_RESOURCE,

DMZ_RESOURCE,UPNP_

RESOURCE,

LAN_CONNECTIONS_

RESOURCE,

PORT_MAPPING_RESOURCE,

WAN_CONNECTIONS_

RESOURCE,

PORT_TRIGGERING_RESOURCE,

DYNAMIC_DNS_RESOURCE,

QOS_BACKUP_RESTORE

Specifies what
information is to be
included in a backup.

BackupOperations

GUI display in the
Household navigation
portlet

NumericalDefines the order of the
device profiles that
appears in theHousehold
navigation portlet (when
relevant)

household_order
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TypePossible ValuesDescriptionCapability

GUI display in the Home
View portlet

ETHERNET, WIRELESS,
MOBILITY,HPAV, USB,
MOCA

Defines Home View
portlet supported
interfaces as icons.

connectionInterfaces

Device InstallationN/ADevice will
automatically start
installed modules

SoftwareModuleAutoStart

Menu Items tab
This tab contains a list of theMenu Items that appear on the left hand side of the Device Profile. The following
options are available for editing:

DescriptionName

This is the technical title of the page. It's
recommended to define the string in the UI messages
file in Prime Home.

Title

Relative URL of the pageURL

Defines the order that the pages will appear on profile.
The page with the lowest number will be the default
landing page. Other pages will be ordered from lowest
to highest.

Order

Enable/Disable - will be displayed in theMenu Items
pane

Status

Either Self or from parent profile. The items that are
either self-defined or taken from the parent device.
This is explained in detail in Edit Inheritance field,
on page 14

Inheritance

In order to find the title for theMenu Item, you can copy details frommenu items available from other profiles.

Quick Actions
The options listed here will determines what is available in the Quick Actions portlet. Options are:

DescriptionName

This is chosen from a drop-down list.Title
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DescriptionName

True: appears in the Quick Actions portlet and is
active.

False: appears greyed out in the Quick Actions portlet.

Can use Prime Home Expressions here: see Prime
Home Expressions for options

Enabled Condition

True: appears in the Quick Actions portlet and is
active.

False: appears greyed out in the Quick Actions portlet.

Can use Prime Home Expressions here: see Prime
Home Expressions for options

Visible Condition

Applicable for local UI actions and other uses. An
example would be https://${$DEVICE_IP}

:8443/index.cgi?user_name=

${($PROV_adminUsername)

Can use Prime Home Expressions here: see Prime
Home Expressions for options

URL

Amount of time in minutes before the system returns
an error message if the action is not successful.

Timeout

Enable or disable the quick action.Status

The Quick Action options have values that are either self-defined or taken from the parent device. This is
explained in detail in Edit Inheritance field, on page 14

Configuration tab
The configuration tab holds a set of parameter values that will be assigned to the device when it connects to
the system. The following fields can be edited:

DescriptionName

"Friendly" name of the parameter. Clicking on the
blue i icon will display the name of the actual
parameter.

Alias

Set Notification, Set Parameter Value, Get Parameter
Value, Get Parameter Name and Value

Action Type

Off, Passive, Active. Regular expressions can also be
added here. See Prime Home Expressions, on page
14

Value
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DescriptionName

Can define which parameters to send separately to
the device. Due to the impact on performance, it is
recommended to only choose important parameters.

Run Separately

Enable or Disable the configuration itemStatus

The parameters have values that are either self-defined or taken from the parent device. This is explained in
detail in Edit Inheritance field, on page 14

Edit Inheritance field
DescriptionEditing Options

If this displays Self, it means that the parameter value
has been changed and this overrides the parent device
that it's connected to.

Inheritance Column

Clicking on the override button cancels the inheritance
from the parent device and allows you to edit the
values. Once you have edited the values as needed
(including disabling/enabling the parameter) themore
option appears. Clicking on this displays information
as to what values have changed and which is the
parent device.

Blue Box

Clicking on the Restore Inheritance blue arrow will
remove the values here and revert to the inherited
values from the parent device.

Blue Arrow

Prime Home Expressions
Expressions in Prime Home can be used in several places:

• System > Device Profiles > Quick Actions Enabled Condition / Visible Condition / URL

• System > Device Profiles > Configuration > Value field

•Workflows: (Set Parameter values, file upload, GPV, SPA)

ExampleDescriptionExpressionName

$DC_localUiXXXX is used as a capability name
and its value will be used in the
expression

$DC_XXXXDevice
capability
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ExampleDescriptionExpressionName

$CF_portlets$quicklinks

$selfcare$enable

XXXX is used as a configuration
parameter name and its value will
be used in the expression

$CF_XXXXConfiguration
parameter

$DP_DeviceInfoSerialNumberXXXX is evaluated as a TR alias,
and if not found, as a device
parameter name. The value is used
in the expression.

$DP_XXXXDevice
profile

$PROV_USER_NAMEXXXX is first checked as a
provisioning parameter name, and
if not found, as a provisioning
metadata name. The value is used
in the expression.

$PROV_XXXXProvisioning

CPE_ID of device, as appears in
Advanced Search page and Reports

$CPE_IDCPE_ID of
device

Current time (time of evaluation of
expression), in format defined by
capability dateTimeFormat

$TM_CURCurrent time

A random time, with no restrictions,
in format defined by capability
dateTimeFormat

$TM_RNDA random
time

Device IP that extracts from device
parameter alias:
ManagementServerConnectionRequestUrl

$DEVICE_IP
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